
2024 Slow Grow Challenge AKA Be a Smart Goaler 2024

Our 2024 Counter Charge Slow Grow Challenge draws on the boundless wisdom of the man
who preaches the Peace of Kings, Jeremy Duvall.

● Each month you will be required to declare your JDiddy SMART Goal in the monthly
Slow Grow challenge post in the Counter Charge Facebook Group..

● A SMART goal is one that is specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and timed.
● Declaring your goal and meeting it each month will earn you bonus points.

How to Participate.

The Challenge will commence May 1, 2024 and run for 5 months. You are to build and paint 300
points of Kings of War or Firefight per month. This will lead to a 1500 point force that can suit
smaller point games or act as a base towards building a larger point army. This challenge will be
simpler than last time as you will get points for completing 300 points each month.

In addition there will be opportunities for bonus points each month:

1. Declare your SMART goal for the month within the first 5 days of the monthly challenge
post going live in the Counter Charge Facebook group.

2. Meet your declared SMART goal for the month and post pictures in the monthly
challenge post in the Counter Charge Facebook group.

3. Use 90% Mantic models for the month.

Points

1. Finish 300 points of Kings of War or Firefight each month - 10 Points
2. Declare your SMART goal each month as described above - 5 Points
3. Meet your SMART goal each month as described above - 10 Points
4. Use 90% Mantic Models for your completed 300 points each month - 5 Points
5. Use 90% Mantic Models for your completed 1500 point army - 20 Points.

Awards

The Enlightened One - The person who set and met all their goals. In the case of a tie
Enlightened Jeremy shall chose the winner from how creatively they described their goals

Grand Poobah of Points - The highest accumulated points. In the case of a tie we shall draw a
winner.

Favorite Army from the Triumvirate of Counter Charge Nirvana - Your hosts Jeremy, Matt and
Rob will decide their favorite army.



Smart Goal Examples:

1. I shall build 300 points of Northern Alliance containing a horde of tribesmen of 250 and
an ice queen at 55 points. These shall be completed during the month of May and
contribute to building towards my 1500 points of Northern Alliance

2. [More interesting version (in case of a tie)]. I shall build 300 points of my Nordic themed
Northern Alliance who dwell in the most southern regions of the ice realm. I shall build a
horde of vicious tribesmen gathered around their feasting table celebrating a victory over
Elven scum. These shall contribute to my overall 1500 points which will all be themed as
being within a settlement of my larger tribe.

Other Bits

Don’t ask about MMC/PMC, if it’s cool then do it


